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1. Introduction

This talk addresses top-spin phenomena in hadronic top quark pair production. (For top-spin
issues in single top production, see e.g. [4].) First, some features of semi- and non-leptonic top
quark decay will be reviewed. Then we discuss what is known, for t t¯ production at the Tevatron
and LHC, about top-spin phenomena at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the SM gauge couplings.
In particular, we review NLO QCD predictions of t t¯ spin correlations and their effects in angular
distributions for the dilepton and lepton + jets channels. Finally we discuss, as an example for
spin effects caused by interactions beyond the SM, non-standard heavy Higgs bosons that strongly
couple to t t¯ pairs.
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The top quark, the heaviest known fundamental particle, is unique in that it offers the possibility to explore the interactions of a bare quark at energies of a few hundred GeV. Information about
this particle has been obtained at the Tevatron in recent years (c.f., for instance [1] for a review).
The dynamics of top quark production and decay is, however, still not known very precisely. Hopefully this will change in the years to come. There are exciting physics topics to be explored – let
us mention only a few of them. In view of its large mass the top quark is an excellent probe of
the mechanism that breaks the electroweak gauge symmetry and should therefore play a key role in
clarifying the nature of the force(s)/particle(s) responsible for this phenomenon. The top quark is as
heavy as a gold atom, yet it behaves as a pointlike particle, according to present knowledge. Does
this pointlike behaviour continue once the t quark can be probed at distance scales significantly
below 10−16 cm? Are there new top-quark decay modes, for instance to supersymmetric particles?
So far, experimental data are consistent with the Standard Model (SM) prediction that t → W + b is
the dominant mode – but its branching ratio and the structure of the tbW vertex is not yet known
with high accuracy. These and other topics are being and will be addressed at the Tevatron and at
the LHC. Needless to say, present and future experimental analyses require precise SM predictions.
It is an important asset for top quark physics that the strong (and electroweak) interactions of top
quarks can, in most situations, be reliably predicted.
The top quark is an extremely elusive object. Because its mass is so huge, m t = 172.7 ± 2.9 GeV
[2], it can decay into on-shell W bosons. According to the SM it decays into W + b almost 100
percent of the time, and its total decay width is predicted to be Γ t ' 1.4 GeV. Thus its lifetime
τt ' 4 × 10−25 s is significantly smaller than the typical hadronization time τ had ∼ 1/ΛQCD . Once
produced, t and/or t¯ quarks will have decayed before they can form hadronic bound states (t q̄),
(tqq0 ). Fragmentation effects are thus expected to play no role in the time span between the production and decay of top quarks. This has important consequences, in particular for top quark spin
phenomena. In single top or in t t¯ pair production, these quarks will be produced in a specific spin
configuration which is due to the production dynamics. Because hadronization does not take place
this spin information is transfered to the t and t¯ decay products and generates characteristic angular
distributions/correlations. The polarization of t and t¯ quarks and t t¯ spin correlations are “good”
observables in the sense that (i) they are reliably calculable and (ii) they are measurable, and are
thus well suited to experimentally check predictions of the SM or its extensions. This feature of
top quark physics is reminiscent of τ lepton physics, where spin phenomena were instrumental in
the exploration of the interactions of this lepton (for a review, c.f. [3]).
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2. Semi- and non-leptonic top quark decays

1
1 dΓ f
= (1 + p c f cos θ f ) ,
Γ f d cos θ f
2

(2.1)

where Γ f denotes the partial decay width, p is the polarization degree of the ensemble, and c f is
the t spin-analyzing power of f . In the SM c ` = 1 at tree level, while cb = −cW = 0.41 (assuming
reconstruction of the direction of flight of the W boson). That is, for an ensemble of 100 % polarized
top quarks, the probability for the ` + being emitted in the direction of the t spin is maximal, while
it is zero for the emission opposite to the t spin.
Taking the order αs QCD corrections into account the spin-analyzing power of f decreases slightly
due to gluon radiation. To order αs the CKM allowed final states are (i) `ν ` + b jet and `ν` + b
jet + gluon jet in semileptonic decays and (ii) a b jet plus two or three non-b jets in non-leptonic
decays. The spin-analyzer quality factors were computed to order α s for the semi- and non-leptonic
LO:
NLO:

`+
1
0.999

d¯
1
0.966

u
-0.32
-0.31

b
-0.41
-0.39

j<
0.51
0.47

j>
0.2

Table 1: Spin-analyzing power c f to LO and NLO in αs for semileptonic [5] and non-leptonic [6] top quark
decays.

channels in [5] and in [6], respectively, and are collected in Table 1. For tree-level results, c.f., for
instance [7]. For the non-leptonic channels, j < and j> denote the least energetic and most energetic
non-b jet defined by the Durham clustering algorithm. As the identification of the flavors of the
quark jets from W decay is not possible – or inefficient in the case of the cs̄ final state –, Table
1 shows that, in the case of non-leptonic decays, the least energetic non-b jet is the most efficient
top-spin analyzer. This is a consequence of V − A and angular momentum conservation.
The analogous angular distributions for the decays of antitop quarks, t¯ → f¯ + · · ·, are proportional
to (1 − p c f cos θ f ), assuming CP invariance. Violation of this relation requires that the respective
decay amplitude has a CP-violating absorptive part [8]. Within the SM such an effect is negliglibly
small. Further, we mention that distributions which are more exclusive than (2.1), for instance
energy-angle distributions, are also known to order α s .
The presence of new interactions in the decays t → b f 1 f2 would change the values of the c f
given in Table 1. For example, if the decays were mediated by charged Higgs-boson exchange,
cb = −0.4 → cb = 1, neglecting interferences with W exchange. A less dramatic effect would be
3
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The semi- and non-leptonic decays of top quarks, t → b + ` + ν ` , b + q+ q̄0 , qq̄0 = ud,¯ cs̄, are
the dominant decay modes in the SM. An ensemble of top quarks self-analyzes its spin polarization
via its weak decays. It is well-known that the charged leptons ` = e, µ , τ are the best analyzers of
the top spin. In the following we discuss, for brevity, only the distributions (2.1) below, which are
an important ingredient into the predictions outlined in the next section. Consider polarized top
decay t → f + · · · in the top quark rest frame. Information about the top spin vector is encoded in
the distribution of cos θ f , where θ f is the angle between the direction of the particle/jet f , used as
t spin analyzer, and the polarization vector of the top quark. It is given by
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caused by a V + A admixture to the Standard Model tbW charged current, (V − A) + κ (V + A).
In this case neutrino energy-angle distributions are most sensitive to κ 6= 0 [9, 10]. The order α s
corrections to these and other decay distributions are also available for κ 6= 0 [9, 10]. It is important
to take the QCD corrections into account in (future) data analyses, as gluon radiation can mimic
a small V + A admixture. Although there are tight indirect constraints on κ from the measured
branching ratio B(b → sγ ), (c.f., for instance [11, 12]), direct searches in future high statistics data
on top quark decays can provide unbiased information on this coupling at the level of a few percent
[13]. The present experimental error is substantially larger [14].

At the Tevatron and at the LHC the production of t t¯ pairs can be analyzed in the dilepton,
lepton + jets, and all jets decay channels:

miss

 2` + n ≥ 2 jets + PT ,
pp̄, pp → tt̄ X → ` + n ≥ 4 jets + Pmiss
T ,


n ≥ 6 jets.

In the SM the t t¯ pairs are dominantly produced by the strong interactions, and the parton reactions
qq̄ → t t¯, gg → t t¯ are the main ones at the Tevatron and at the LHC, respectively. Predictions for
the total cross sections σ (pp, p p̄ → t t¯X) and for distributions of the t and t¯ transverse momenta
were made on the basis of the NLO results [15], including resummed soft gluon and threshold
logarithms [16]. For these observables the t, t¯ spins play no role. Predictions for t t¯ production and
decay including the t and t¯ spin degrees of freedom were made so far to NLO QCD in α s [17, 18].
Let’s consider this in a little more detail. At NLO QCD we have the following 2 → 6 and 2 → 7
parton reactions:
tt̄

(3.1)

tt̄

(3.2)

qq̄−→b + b̄ + 4 f (+ gluon),
gg−→b + b̄ + 4 f (+ gluon),
tt̄

g q (q̄)−→b + b̄ + 4 f + q (q̄),

(3.3)

where f = q, `, ν` . Because Γt  mt , the t, t¯ quarks are narrow resonances. Thus the double
pole approximation is appropriate (we consider here top as signal, not as background); i.e., the S
matrix elements of the reactions (3.1) - (3.3) (which can proceed through many intermediate states
other than t t¯) are expanded around their poles in the complex t, t¯ energy planes, and only the term
∝ (Dt Dt¯)−1 of each matrix element is kept. (Dt = pt2 − mt2 + imt Γt .)
In the double pole appoximation the radiative corrections – both the real and virtual ones – can
be classified into factorizable and non-factorizable corrections. In Fig. 1 this classification is
illustrated for virtual corrections. While in Fig. 1 (left) the radiative corrections are confined to the
t t¯ production and/or the t and/or t¯ decay parts of the amplitude, the gluon exchange depicted in Fig.
1 (right) connects the production and decay parts. This classification applies also to the squared
matrix elements |M |2 of real gluon radiation.
The differential cross sections for the above parton reactions (3.1) - (3.3) are to O(α s3 ):
d σi = d σi,B + d σi, f act + d σi,n f
4

(3.4)
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3. Hadronic t t¯ production
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t

g
t

t

where i = qq̄, gg denotes the initial state and d σ i,B is the lowest order differential cross section. For
i = gq, gq̄ there is only d σi,B to this order in αs . In computing d σi, f act we may apply the narrow
width approximation1 , Γt /mt → 0, for t and t¯. Then


d σi, f act ∝ Tr R(i) ρ f1 ρ̄ f¯2 ,

(3.5)

where R(i) are the t t¯ production density matrices and ρ f1 , ρ̄ f¯2 are the density matrices that describe
the decays t → f 1 and t¯ → f¯2 , respectively. The trace in (3.5) refers to the t and t¯ spin labels. The
R(i) are known to NLO in αs for all initial states i = qq̄, gg, gq, gq̄ and intermediate states t t¯ and t t¯g
[18]. The NLO decay density matrices can be extracted from the results of [5, 6]; for details, see
[18]. The R(i) , ρ f1 , and ρ̄ f¯2 will serve also as building blocks in the computation of d σ i, f act when
the intermediate t, t¯ are allowed to be also off-shell (in the double pole approximation).
The nonfactorizable order αs3 QCD corrections, d σi,n f , were computed in [19] for the reactions qq̄, gg → bW + b̄W − via t t¯ intermediate states, and they have recently been recalculated [20].
These corrections are dominated by gluon exchange/radiation with energy E g . O(Γt ). They are
relevant, e.g., for t, t¯ momentum distributions, t, t¯ and t t¯ invariant mass distributions. However,
when computing observables which are inclusive in both the t and t¯ invariant masses, the nonfactorizable QCD corrections of order α s3 cancel [21, 22, 19]. This result applies also to the angular
correlations that will be discussed in the next section.

4. Top quark polarization and spin correlations
As emphasized above, top quark polarization and t t¯ spin correlations are important tools in
exploring the dynamics of these quarks. The SM predicts only a small polarization of t and t¯
quarks when pair-produced in hadronic collisions. Strong interactions lead to a polarization of t
and t¯ quarks orthogonal to the scattering plane, through absorptive parts of the scattering amplitudes
of qq̄ → t t¯ and gg → t t¯, which are of O(αs3 ). This polarization, the size of which is dependent on
the parton center-of-mass energy and on the scattering angle, does not exceed ∼ 2% in magnitude
[23, 24]. Parity-violating weak interactions, which affect both qq̄ → t t¯ and gg → t t¯, induce a
1 Thus

one neglects terms of order αs Γt /mt with respect to the Born term, which are parametrically smaller than the
uncalculated NNLO QCD corrections.
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Figure 1: Illustration of factorizable (left) and nonfactorizable (right) virtual QCD corrections.
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This is nothing but the t t¯ double spin asymmetry
A =

N(↑↑) + N(↓↓) − N(↑↓) − N(↓↑)
,
N(↑↑) + N(↓↓) + N(↑↓) + N(↓↑)

(4.2)

where the first (second) arrow refers to the t (t¯) spin projection onto â (b̂). In the following we
choose
â = k̂t ,
b̂ = k̂t̄ (helicity basis),
â = b̂ = p̂
(beam basis),
â = b̂ = d̂
(off-diagonal basis),
where p̂ denotes the direction of one of the hadron beams (i.e., the z axis in the laboratory frame),
and d̂ is given by
−p̂ + (1 − γ )(p̂ · k̂t )k̂t
d̂ = q
(4.3)
, γ = Et /mt .
1 − (p̂ · k̂t )2 (1 − γ 2 )
At Born level the vectors involved in these three bases may be defined in the center-of-mass frame
of the colliding partons. However, this frame is of no use here, once QCD corrections are taken into
account [18]. The reconstruction of this frame requires the measurement of the four-momenta of
all final state particles/jets; but for real gluon radiation being collinear to one of the initial partons
this is not possible. Thus in this frame the correlation (4.2) is not collinear-safe when using the
helicity and the off-diagonal basis. A suitable frame is the zero-momentum frame of the t t¯ pair. In
the following the three bases above are defined with respect to that frame.
The correlations of the t, t¯ spins manifest themselves in decay angular correlations which are
to be measured with respect to the chosen reference axes. If the t ( t¯) decays semileptonically then,
as discussed in section 2, the charged lepton is the best spin analyzer, while for non-leptonic t ( t¯)
decays the least-energetic non-b jet will be the best choice, at least from the theoretical point of
view. This choice will be made in the following.
Let’s now come to predictions at NLO QCD for the Tevatron and the LHC. The dilepton and
the lepton + jets channels are best suited for measurements of top-spin effects. Thus we consider
pp, p p̄ −→ t t¯ X → a b X ,
6
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top quark polarization in the scattering plane (more general, along some polar vector), which is,
however, also small – see below.
On the other hand the correlation of the t and t¯ spins in the QCD-induced production reactions
is known to be sizeable. In fact, the strength of this correlation depends, like the t and t¯ polarization,
on the choice of suitable reference axes, which can be interpreted as t and t¯ spin quantization axes
(i.e. as spin basis) in the approximation of on-shell t t¯ production and decay. At the Tevatron the
so-called off-diagonal basis [25] and the beam basis [17, 18] yield the strongest correlations, while
for the LHC the helicity basis is a good choice – see below. (A procedure to obtain at the LHC a
somewhat stronger correlation than in the helicity basis was given in [26].) At the level of the t t¯
states their spin correlation with respect to arbitrary reference axes â, b̂ is given by the expectation
value:
A = < 4(â · st )(b̂ · st̄ ) > .
(4.1)
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where a, b = `+ , `0− , `, j< , and j< , ` (` = e, µ ). To order αs3 the 2 → 6 and 2 → 7 parton matrix
elements above are involved, and the (differential) cross sections of the reactions (4.4) are given by
Z

dσ = ∑
ij

Z




dx1 dx2 fih1 (x1 , µF ) f jh2 (x2 , µF ) dΦ6 |M6,B |2 + δ M6 + dΦ7 |M7 |2 ,

(4.5)

where µF is the factorization scale (which is put, by convention, equal to the renormalization
scale), and dΦn is the n particle phase space measure. From (4.5) one may obtain, in particular, the
following double distribution:
(4.6)

where θa (θb ) is the angle defined between the direction of flight of the particle/jet a (b) in the t ( t¯)
rest frame and the reference axis â (b̂). The structure displayed on the right hand side of (4.6) is
obtained when no phase space cuts are applied. The coefficients B 1,2 reflect the polarization of t and
t¯ with respect to the axes â and b̂, respectively. When choosing the beam, off-diagonal, or helicity
basis, QCD absorptive parts cannot generate a t and t¯ polarization along these axes. Within the
SM only weak interaction corrections lead to non-zero coefficients B i , which are however small:
|B1 |, |B2 | < 1% (see below). The coefficient C reflects the correlation of the t and t¯ spins. Because
(4.6) is inclusive in the t and t¯ invariant masses, the O(αs3 ) nonfactorizable QCD corrections do not
contribute. The following formula holds (in fact it holds, for factorizable corrections, to all orders
in αs ) [17]:
C = c a cb A ,
(4.7)
where A is the double spin asymmetry (4.2) and c a , cb are the t, t¯ spin-analyzing powers of a, b
given in section 2.
Another useful observable for investigating t t¯ spin correlations is the opening angle distribution [27, 18]:
1
1 dσ
= (1 − D cos ϕ ) ,
(4.8)
σ d cos ϕ
2
where ϕ = ∠(pa , pb ), with the directions of flight of a, b being defined in the respective t, t¯ rest
frames. This distribution reflects the correlation of t and t¯ spins when projected onto each other,
< st · st̄ >.
Table 2 contains the predictions for (4.6) and (4.8) for the dilepton and lepton + jets channels [18]. For the results of Table 2, the CTEQ6L and CTEQ6.1M parton distribution functions
[28] were used at LO and NLO, respectively. Moreover, the computations were done in the MS
factorization scheme, putting µF = µR = mt = 175 GeV.
The following remarks are in order: (i) The distributions (4.6) and (4.8) were computed for
the all-jets channels, too [18]. (ii) Table 2 shows that for the Tevatron the beam basis is practically
as good as the off-diagonal basis for detecting the t t¯ spin correlations. From the experimental point
of view the beam basis is perhaps the best choice. (iii) For the LHC good choices are the double
distibution (4.6) in the helicity basis and the opening angle distibution (4.8). The correlation coefficients Chel and D can be enhanced by cutting away events with large t t¯ invariant mass. Based on a
Monte Carlo analysis of dilepton and lepton + jets events ref. [29] concludes that these correlations
can be measured at the LHC with an error of δ D ' 4% and δ Chel ' 6%, including systematics. (iv)
7
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d2σ
1
1
= [1 + B1 cos θa + B2 cos θb −C cos θa cos θb ] ,
σ d cos θa d cos θb
4
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Tevatron,

√
s = 14 TeV

s = 1.96 TeV

LHC,

LO
−0.471
0.928
0.937
0.297

NLO
−0.352
0.777
0.782
0.213

LO
0.319
−0.005
−0.027
−0.217

NLO
0.326
−0.072
−0.089
−0.237

−0.240
0.474
0.478
0.151

−0.168
0.370
0.372
0.101

0.163

0.158

−0.111

−0.115

Table 2: Coeffients of angular distributions that reflect t t¯ spin correlations, at LO and NLO in αs , for the
dilepton and lepton + jets channels [18]. For the LHC Cbeam and Co f f are not given, as they are very small.

qq̄ annihilation and gg fusion contribute with opposite sign to the above distributions. This makes
them quite sensitive to the quark and gluon content of the (anti)proton. As it turns out, the NLO
predictions given in Table 1 remain basically unchanged when using the PDF set MRST2003 [30]
instead of CTEQ6.1, which may not be surprising. (v) The numbers in Table 1 contain no theory
errors. Estimating the errors due to PDF uncertainties, scale variations, etc. remains a task for
future studies. Furthermore, there are also other distributions of interest for top spin physics, e.g.,
higher dimensional distributions. For some studies at the Born level, see, e.g. [31].
For a complete discussion of SM effects in hadronic t t¯ production (electro)weak corrections
should also be taken into account. Interesting questions in this context are: (i) What is the size of
the weak corrections at large t t¯ invariant mass, say Mt t¯ > 1 TeV? The weak corrections must grow in
“exclusive” t t¯ production (i.e., no real radiation of W and Z bosons) due to the appearance of weakinteraction Sudakov logarithms. (ii) What is the size of the t and t¯ polarization or, more general,
of parity-violating spin asymmetries induced by the weak interactions? For the investigation of
these issues pure QED corrections are of no relevance, and are therefore not considered (beyond
the lowest order). At LO, top quark pair production by qq̄ annihilation can proceed also by photon
and Z boson exchange, qq̄ → γ ∗ , Z ∗ → t t¯. There is no O(ααs ) interference term with lowest order
gluon exchange because of color mismatch. The one-loop corrections to d σ i involving the weak
interactions are of order ααs2 . A large part of these corrections were computed first in [32] (c.f.
also [33]). Recently the O(ααs2 ) corrections to qq̄ → t t¯ where completed by the calculation of
the infrared-divergent box contributions and of the corresponding real gluon emission diagrams
[34, 35]. For the total t t¯ cross sections at the Tevatron and the LHC these electroweak contributions
are not important; they are swamped by the QCD uncertainties. However, they are relevant, as
compared to the NLO QCD corrections, for the invariant mass distribution σ −1 d σ /d Mt t¯ or the
transverse top momentum distribution σ −1 d σ /d pT at large Mt t¯ or pT , say Mt t¯ > 1 TeV. Thus,
these corrections must be taken into account in (future) searches for new physics effects at large
Mt t¯ or pT .
The O(ααs2 ) corrections to the qq̄, gg → t t¯ spin density matrices, calculated in [34, 36], al8
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Cbeam
Coff
D
`+ j
Chel
Cbeam
Coff
D

√
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low to determine the weak-interaction induced top-spin phenomena. As expected these are small
effects. As far as the t t¯ spin correlations discussed above are concerned, the weak interaction contributions can be neglected. In addition the weak interaction corrections generate P-violating spin
effects, in particular a polarization < s t · â >, < st̄ · b̂ > of the t and t¯ quarks along a polar vector,
e.g., along the beam direction or along the t and t¯ directions of flight. P-violating (single) spin effects are again best analyzed in the `` and ` + j channels. If one considers pp, p p̄ → t t¯X → `+ + X,
information on the t polarization may be obtained from the angular distributions
(4.9)

where θ+ = ∠(`+ , â) and â may be chosen to be the beam axis (Tevatron) or the helicity axis (LHC).
In the SM these effects are small, |B| < 1%. The asymmetries resulting from (4.9) may be enhanced
somewhat by evaluating them only within appropriately chosen invariant mass bins. In [37] a Pviolating double spin asymmetry was considered (in the helicty basis). Its SM value was found
to be small, of order 1% at the LHC, while larger effects were obtained for some SM extensions
(c.f. also [38]). Thus, SM induced P-violating spin effects in t t¯ production are too small for being
observable at the Tevatron. Very probably this holds also for the LHC. But observables like (4.9)
should nevertheless be measured, as they are sensitive tools in the search for new interactions
involving top quarks.

5. Heavy Higgs resonances
Many phenomenological studies have been made on the use of top spin phenomena, in particular of t t¯ spin correlations as tools for searching for new interactions in (hadronic) t t¯ production
and decay. These studies used either effective Lagrangeans, i.e., anomalous couplings in order to
parameterize possible new physics effects [8, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46], or worked within
specific extensions of the SM, including 2-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) [47, 27, 48, 37, 49],
the minimal supersymmetric SM extension (MSSM) [37, 49], and Kaluza-Klein modes [50]. For
brevity we consider here only one scenario, namely heavy non-standard Higgs bosons, as predicted
by many SM extensions, which strongly couple to top quarks. In the case of 2HDMs or the MSSM
the spectrum of physical Higgs particles contains three neutral states: two scalars h 1 , h2 having
J PC = 0++ , and a pseudoscalar A with J PC = 0−+ . If the (effective) Higgs potential does not conserve CP, the scalars and the pseudoscalar will mix, and a Higgs state of definite mass will no
longer have a definite CP quantum number. Depending on the parameters of the respective model
some of these states may be heavy, e.g., h 2 and A, with masses of the order of 300 GeV or larger.
Of particular interest here is the case of a pseudoscalar, as A→
/ W +W − , ZZ in lowest order. If the
ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublet fields, tan β , is of order 1, these
states will strongly couple to top quarks 2 . Consider the production of ϕ = h2 , A via gluon fusion
at the LHC. These bosons will then preferentially decay into t t¯ pairs, g g → ϕ → t t¯ −→ final state.
The amplitude of this reaction interferes with the amplitude of the QCD-induced non-resonant t t¯
background, g g → t t¯ → final state, and this interference is not negligible, even in the vicinity of the
2 If

tan β  1 then heavy Higgs → τ + τ − is an important channel.

9
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1
1 dσ
= (1 + B cos θ+ ) ,
σ d cos θ+
2
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6. Conclusions
Top-quark spin physics remains to be explored, both in single top and in t t¯ production and
decay. Here we confined ourselves to the discussion of hadronic t t¯ production and decay and
reviewed results about t t¯ spin correlations and t and t¯ polarization at NLO in the QCD and weak
gauge couplings. Precision measurements of top spin effects at the level of a few percent appear to
be feasible at the LHC. Thus spin observables will become important tools in future experimental
investigations of the dynamics of top quarks, and this should also motivate further top spin studies
within the SM and beyond.
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√
resonance, s ∼ mϕ , because the width Γϕ of the Higgs particle is not expected to be small. The
interference generates a peak-dip structure in the t t¯ invariant mass distribution Mt t¯ [51, 27]. Statistically significant signals are possible in the mass range 350 GeV . m ϕ . 500 GeV, depending on
the strength of the Yukawa couplings and on the width of ϕ [27, 52, 53]. Needless to say, this is a
very difficult channel which requires very good Mt t¯ resolution and a precise knowledge of the SM
background contributions to the Mt t¯ distribution.
Suppose experiments will be lucky and discover a heavy boson in the t t¯ channel. The spin of
this resonance may be infered from the polar angle distribution of the top quarks. Let’s assume
the outcome of this analysis is that the resonance has spin zero. How to find out whether it is a
scalar or pseudoscalar? In [27] it was proposed to use spin correlations for answering this question
and it was found that < st · st̄ > is the best choice, which is easy to understand in simple quantum
mechanical terms. Consider gg → ϕ → t t¯. If ϕ is a scalar (J PC = 0++ ) then t t¯ is in a 3 P0 state, and a
simple calculation yields < st ·st¯ >= 1/4. If ϕ is a pseudoscalar (J PC = 0−+ ) then t t¯ is in a 1 S0 state
and < st · st¯ >= −3/4. However, the striking difference in the values of this correlation is diluted if
the non-resonant t t¯ background is taken into account. In order to preserve the discriminating power
of this spin observable the correlation should be determined only for events with Mt t¯ in the vicinity
of mϕ .
The correlation < st · st̄ > induces the opening angle distribution (4.8) which is best studied in
the dilepton channel. Depending on the couplings and on the with of ϕ a statistically significant
effect may be found with this distribution. It should be determined for t t¯ events that lie in a suitably
chosen Mt t¯ bin below mϕ [27].
If the CP symmetry is broken by the Higgs sector the state ϕ can have both scalar and pseudoscalar couplings to fermions. Then a CP-odd transverse spin-spin correlation and a CP-odd
single spin asymmetry is induced in ϕ → f f¯ [47]. They, in turn, generate corresponding angular
correlations and asymmetries [48], for instance in the dilepton and lepton + jets channels.
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